Protein-protein docking is the computational prediction of protein complex structure given the individually solved component protein structures. It is an important means for understanding the physicochemical forces that underlie macromolecular interactions and a valuable tool for modeling protein complex structures. Here, we report an overview of protein-protein docking with specific emphasis on our Fast Fourier Transform-based rigid-body docking program ZDOCK, which is consistently rated as one of the most accurate docking programs in the Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions (CAPRI), a series of community-wide blind tests. We also investigate ZDOCK's performance on a non-redundant protein complex benchmark. Finally, we perform regression analysis to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of ZDOCK and to suggest areas of future development for protein-docking algorithms in general.
Introduction
Protein-protein interactions play a central role in biochemistry. This can be seen in cell-signaling cascades, enzyme catalysis, the immune response by means of antibody-antigen interactions, and the large-scale motions of organisms. These interactions are also implicated in many diseases.
While experimental techniques such as yeast two-hybrid system and mass spectrometry are able to determine the existence of protein-protein interactions, the structure of the macromolecular complex of two interacting proteins can provide additional information about their interaction, such as the specific residues involved in the interaction and the degree of conformational change undergone by the proteins upon binding.
X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance have provided us with the structures of many complexes, but numerous structures still remain unsolved because of time and experimental limitations. This leads to a need for computational methods to understand the nature of protein-protein interactions, one of which is protein-protein docking.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section provides an overview of protein-protein docking and describes some of the available algorithms for docking. The second describes the ZDOCK suite of programs in detail, and the third describes an analysis of the performance of ZDOCK.
Protein-Protein Docking: An Overview
Protein-protein docking is defined as the prediction of the structure of two proteins in a complex, given only the structure of the interacting proteins. The "docking problem" can be broken down into two types of docking: bound docking, in which a complex is separated and reassembled, and unbound docking, where the structure of the complex is found from the individually solved structures of the interacting proteins. Obviously, bound docking has little applicable value, but it is often used for testing and verification purposes.
Unbound docking is much more difficult than bound docking because the proteins involved can change conformation upon binding. A study of conformational changes in protein complexes (1) showed that while the general model for protein-protein recognition is an induced fit model where the proteins must change conformation in order to bind, the amount of conformational change was small enough such that binding could be modeled as a "lock-and-key" mechanism as a first approximation. This allows for successful docking results even when there are noticeable changes in the conformation of the interacting proteins. This "rigid-body" approximation has been invaluable in the advancement of the protein-protein docking field. However, modeling induced fit by flexible docking remains a central challenge, and a large portion of current docking research is focused in this area.
There are two main challenges in the development of methods for proteinprotein docking. The first is the construction of a scoring function that allows for the discrimination between correct or near-correct predictions and incorrect predictions. The second is the development of an algorithm that quickly searches and scores all possible orientations of the proteins to be docked. The most obvious way to dock two proteins would be simulate the molecular dynamics, as this would allow the complex to reach its native state with time. Unfortunately, the computational power necessary for such a simulation makes this currently intractable.
Protein-protein docking is often carried out in two stages. The initial stage treats the proteins as rigid bodies, allowing for an efficient search of the sixdimensional (6-D) space (three dimensions of translational freedom and three dimensions of rotational freedom). The 6-D space is searched for regions of high shape and biochemical complementarity, using a "soft" scoring function that allows for some clashes between atoms. A critical component of docking research has been the development of novel techniques for increasing the speed of the search. One of the most popular methods is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (2), used in ZDOCK (3), FTDock (4), and GRAMM (5) to search translational space and in HEX (6) to search angular space. Other search methods that have been used include representing the proteins using grids of bits (7), Monte Carlo sampling (8,9), genetic algorithms (10), and geometric hashing (11).
Many docking algorithms have a refinement and re-ranking stage. This involves making small changes to the highest-scoring predictions from the initial stage using techniques such as 6-D rigid-body movements, molecular dynamics, and the clustering of similar predictions. Often, a more advanced scoring function, designed to increase the rank of near-native structures and decrease the rank of false positives, is introduced. This allows for a more descriptive approximation of biochemical properties such as desolvation free energy, electrostatics, and hydrogen bonding. Table 1 provides a list of current docking methods, along with their methodologies.
Measuring the Accuracy of Predicted Complexes
Once a prediction has been created, it is useful to evaluate it in a quantitative fashion. This is most often done using root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the atoms (using all atoms, backbone atoms, or C atoms) of the prediction and the complex. This is done by first aligning the predicted structure with the crystallized complex in a manner that minimizes RMSD. RMSD between the predicted (p) and actual (a) C atoms is calculated as follows (with n being the total number of atoms):
Two of the most often used metrics for measuring the accuracy of a predicted structure are interface RMSD (iRMSD) and ligand RMSD (lRMSD). iRMSD is defined as the C RMSD of those residues having at least one atom within a distance cutoff of the interacting partner; lRMSD is calculated by superposing the receptor of the predicted structure with the known structure, performing the same transformation on the ligand, and calculating the C RMSD of the ligand. An advantage of using iRMSD is that unlike lRMSD, it is not affected by conformational change in domains that do not include the binding site. Often, a prediction is classified as a "hit" if the iRMSD and lRMSD are below a threshold. Unfortunately, this hard cutoff does not take into account many nuances. Another method of evaluating the accuracy of docking predictions is the fraction of native and non-native contacts (f nat and f non−nat ). Contacts are defined as residue pairs with less than 5Ǻ distance between the receptor and ligand. f nat is a measure of the number of contacts correctly predicted, and f non−nat measures the number of incorrectly predicted contacts. f non−nat serves as an indication of atomic clash between the interface residues in the predicted complex and also as a proxy for conformational change, as residues may move into the interface upon binding.
The Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions Experiment
The CAPRI (Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions) experiment was created to compare the performance of docking algorithms of various groups (19). CAPRI was modeled after Critical Assessment of Structural Prediction (CASP), which started in 1994 to compare the performance of protein-folding algorithms (20).
CAPRI is a blind competition, so the participating groups do not receive the complex structure until after all predictions have been made. Each group submits 10 predictions, ranked by confidence. The predictions are then evaluated based on various factors and assigned a score [incorrect, acceptable (one star), medium (two stars), and high (three stars)] based on their accuracy. The CAPRI metrics for these scores are described by the Boolean expressions below:
We have made predictions for all CAPRI targets, and Table 2 summarizes our performance. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the close resemblance between Target 13] . The antibody of the prediction was superposed onto the crystal structure; the predicted SAG1 is in gray loops, whereas the crystal structure SAG1 is shown in black loops (the antibody is shown using surface representation). The non-binding domain of the SAG1 molecule is not shown. Pymol (22) was used to generate this figure.
our predicted structure and the crystal structure for Target 13 (SAG1-antibody complex).
A Benchmark for Protein-Protein Docking
In order to provide the docking community with a standard set of test cases to test docking algorithms, we developed two protein-protein docking benchmarks. The first benchmark, Benchmark 1.0 (23), contained 59 test cases, consisting of 22 enzyme-inhibitor complexes, 19 antibody-antigen complexes, 11 other complexes, and 7 difficult complexes. Of these complexes, 31 are unbound-unbound, and 28 are bound-unbound. A number of groups have used this benchmark to test the performance of their docking algorithms (9,24-26).
A newer version of the docking benchmark, Benchmark 2.0 (27), has been created. It includes 84 test cases and was designed to focus on unboundunbound test cases. Structural classification of proteins (SCOPs) (28) was used to avoid redundancy in the benchmark. This benchmark is classified by docking difficulty, based on the amount of conformational change undergone by the interacting proteins. Complexes classified as rigid and medium fall into the realm of rigid-body docking, whereas complexes classified as difficult would require algorithms that explicitly search backbone conformations.
The ZDOCK/RDOCK/M-ZDOCK Approach

ZDOCK: An FFT-Based Initial Stage Docking Algorithm
ZDOCK is an initial-stage docking algorithm that uses an FFT to find the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of a protein complex. The ZDOCK algorithm optimizes three parameters: shape complementarity, electrostatics, and desolvation free energy.
ZDOCK takes Protein Data Bank (PDB) (29) files as input. The larger of the two interacting proteins is considered the receptor (R), whereas the smaller of the two is considered the ligand (L). These PDB files are first parsed through the supplied program mark_sur, which measures the amount of accessible surface area (ASA) of each atom using a water probe of radius 1.4 Å. If an atom has an ASA of more than 1 Å 2 , it is marked as a surface atom. mark_sur also marks the atom type for each atom in the structure, based on the 18 atom types based on atomic contact energy (ACE) (30). For any given rotational orientation, the L and R are both discretized onto a 3-D grid of size N × N × N with a spacing of 1.2 Å. N must be large enough such that the grid can cover the sum of the maximal spans of R and L, plus 1.2 Å, and it is often set at 128.
The Fast Fourier Transform
As previously mentioned, the FFT is a popular method for quickly searching 3-D translational space. A diagram of the general FFT docking approach is detailed in Fig. 2 . The search is performed by randomly perturbing both the receptor and ligand to avoid starting from a near-native state, and then discretizing them into discrete functions R x y z and L x y z for the receptor and ligand, respectively] onto separate 3-D grids. ZDOCK searches rotational space explicitly by rotating the ligand in either 15 or 6 steps, which result in 3600 and 54,000 total angles, respectively. For each angle, only the For each ligand rotation, it is discretized and this discretization is then correlated with the discretized receptor to obtain the top-scoring ligand position. These steps are repeated to cover all ligand rotations in three dimensions, if necessary. In the case of ZDOCK, this involves 3600 iterations for 15 sampling and 54,000 iterations for 6 sampling.
top-scoring translation is found. To find the highest-scoring translation, we performed a cross-correlation. The correlation for a particular x y z translation i j k is found by taking the complex conjugate of the one of the functions, offsetting the grids, and multiplying the overlapping grid points together, with the sum of these products representing the score for that translation.
Cross-correlations can be performed globally in a single step by working in the frequency domain. This is done using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT):
The FFT is a method for computing the DFT and IFT efficiently. Each FFT is O log 2 N 3 , whereas the multiplication of the grids is O N 3 . Therefore, using the FFT to perform the translational search reduces the computational complexity of the search from O N 6 to O N 3 log 2 N 3 .
ZDOCK uses a combination of three physical and biochemical properties to describe ligand and receptor: shape complementarity, desolvation free energy, and electrostatics.
Shape Complementarity
The physical basis for shape complementarity comes from the van der Waals (vdW) potential. Atoms are subject to an attractive force at long distances, and a repulsive force at short distances, caused by the overlap of electronic orbitals. Most often, this is approximated by the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential, shown below:
The r 6 term represents the attractive energy, whereas the r 12 term represents the repulsive energy. The minimum of the vdW potential is found at the sum of the vdW radii, which can be thought of as the effective sizes of the interacting atoms.
Early versions of ZDOCK used a shape complementarity function known as grid-based shape complementarity (GSC) (3). Here, two discrete functions, R GSC (GSC function for the receptor) and L GSC (GSC function for the ligand), are used to describe the geometric characteristics of the two proteins as follows:
The solvent-excluding surface layer is defined by the grid points marked as surface atoms by mark_sur, whereas the core is defined as the atoms not on the surface. The solvent-accessible surface layer is an additional layer of grid points surrounding the surface of the protein.
The current version of ZDOCK uses a complementarity function known as pairwise shape complementarity (PSC) (31). PSC is composed of a favorable term and a penalty term. The favorable term calculates the number of atom pairs between R and L within a distance cutoff D, whereas the penalty component of PSC is proportional to the number of overlapping grid points between R and L, much like GSC. Whereas the GSC function results in grid spaces with purely real or imaginary values, the PSC function is complex. L PSC and R PSC are shown below. The use of PSC rather than GSC for scoring shape complementarity was shown to greatly increase the number of near-native predictions for Benchmark 1.0 during initial stage docking (31).
Desolvation Free Energy and Electrostatics
ACE (30) is used by ZDOCK to estimate desolvation free energy. ACE is defined as the change in free energy resulting from the breaking of two atomwater contacts and the formation of an atom-atom contact and a water-water contact. This is also referred to as the hydrophobic effect, which is known to play a critical role in protein-protein binding. ZDOCK introduces two discrete functions, L DE and R DE , to describe the desolvation energy of the ligand and receptor:
The electrostatics energy term for ZDOCK can be expressed as a correlation between the electric potential generated by the receptor with the charges of the ligand atoms. ZDOCK adopts the Coulombic formula used by Gabb et al. (4) but incorporates partial charges using the CHARMM19 parameters from the CHARMM molecular mechanics program (32).
ZDOCK Scoring Function
There are two ZDOCK versions that use PSC to describe shape complementarity: ZDOCK 2.1 simply uses PSC as the scoring function, whereas ZDOCK 2.3 uses a linear combination of the shape complementarity-electrostatics score and the desolvation score. ZDOCK 2.3 incorporates PSC and electrostatics into single complex functions (R PSC+ELEC and L PSC+ELEC to improve computation time. These functions are described below: 
RDOCK: Refining ZDOCK Predictions
The refinement stage of protein docking with ZDOCK is carried out using an algorithm known as RDOCK (33). Because of the soft scoring function in ZDOCK, many of the top-scoring predictions are false positives (not nearnative). RDOCK refines these output structures through energy minimization. This is carried out in three steps, using CHARMM (32). Once energy minimization has been performed, the minimized structures are re-ranked. Any complexes that still exhibit clashes (those that have vdW energy of 10 kcal/mol or greater) after minimization are discarded. Electrostatics and desolvation energy for the complexes are calculated using CHARMM and ACE, respectively. The RDOCK scoring function, G binding , is a linear combination of desolvation score ( G ACE and electrostatic energy ( E elec .
M-ZDOCK: Symmetric Multimer Docking with ZDOCK
The ZDOCK algorithm has been modified to predict the structure of C n multimer complexes, in which two or more identical proteins interact, resulting in a ring-shaped complex. M-ZDOCK (34) reconstructs the multimer based on the optimal position of two adjacent monomers in a single plane. This leads to a reduction in computational time due to the reduced search space, as well as an increase in performance when compared with docking C n multimers with ZDOCK.
ZDOCK Performance on Benchmark 2.0
ZDOCK was tested against version 2.0 of the docking benchmark using ZDOCK 2.3 and ZDOCK 2.1, with 6 and 15 angular sampling.
Prediction Evaluation
To evaluate the structure predictions produced by ZDOCK, we used the RMSD of the interface C atoms. Interface C atoms were identified by selecting residues that had any atom within 10 Å of the other molecule in the bound complex. A hit was defined as a prediction with an iRMSD ≤ 2 5 Å.
Two measures are defined to evaluate the average performance of a docking algorithm over the entire benchmark. Success rate is defined as the percentage of test cases that have a hit in the top N predictions. Average hit count is the number of hits for all test cases in the top N predictions, divided by the number of test cases.
Running ZDOCK
Several considerations were taken before and while running ZDOCK. To remove bias from the starting positions (the Benchmark 2.0 unbound test cases are by default aligned to the bound proteins, to facilitate the evaluation of predicted structures), we used a different random seed to rotate the ligand for each case. In addition, the antibodies (apart from the camelid 1KXQ) had most of their non-complementarity-determining region (non-CDR) loops blocked to avoid false-positive predictions. The CDRs of the antibodies were identified using their sequences (loops L1, L2, L3, H1, H2, and H3) and by examination of the structures (loops L4 and H4 and the N-termini). Figure 3 shows the success rate for ZDOCK when run against all rigid-body cases from Benchmark 2.0. It can be seen that ZDOCK 2.3 performs better overall than ZDOCK 2.1 in terms of success rate. This is because the scoring function used in ZDOCK 2.3 is better at discriminating hits against incorrect predictions across the benchmark. Also, for both ZDOCK 2.1 and ZDOCK 2.3, the 15 sampling has a higher success rate than the 6 sampling. This indicates that for more predictions (i.e., finer sampling), there are more false positives introduced that reduce the rank of the first hit in some of the test cases. However, the 6 sampling is superior with regard to the number of hits, indicated by the hit count plot. Fig. 3 is the average hit count for the four ZDOCK modes tested. In this plot, it is clear that ZDOCK 2.3 with 6 sampling is the best, followed by ZDOCK 2.1 with 6 sampling. The greater number of hits produced by ZDOCK 2.3 with 6 sampling make this the best option for following up with re-ranking and refinement of the top predictions (e.g., N = 2000), as suggested by us earlier (33). Figure 4 gives the success rate curves for ZDOCK across the three types of test cases in Benchmark 2.0: Enzyme/Inhibitor, Antibody/Antigen, and Others (the latter is defined as those cases that fall into neither of the first two categories).
Success Rate and Hit Count
Also in
ZDOCK Performance by Test Case Category
ZDOCK has the best success rate for the Antibody/Antigen test cases, with the success rate at 1000 predictions with 95% success for ZDOCK 2.3 15 sampling. This may be partly because approximately half of the Antibody/Antigen cases use bound forms of the antibody; thus the interface conformational change of these cases is on average smaller. In addition, the search space is reduced by blocking the non-CDR portions of the antibody.
The Enzyme/Inhibitor cases did not match the Antibody/Antigen cases in terms of success rate at 1000 predictions, although for the top predictions (i.e., small N), ZDOCK performed better for this category. Most notable is ZDOCK did not perform quite as well on the Others test cases; this was also seen when ZDOCK was run against Benchmark 1.0 Others test cases. Of the four ZDOCK options tested, both sampling levels of ZDOCK 2.3 performed better than ZDOCK 2.1. In fact, at N = 1000, ZDOCK 2.3 still performed better than ZDOCK 2.1, whereas for Enzyme/Inhibitor and Antibody/Antigen cases, the ZDOCK 2.1 15 sampling performed better than ZDOCK 2.3 6 sampling. This trend may indicate that shape complementarity (which is the only scoring metric used for ZDOCK 2.1) is less important (versus electrostatics and desolvation) for the Others cases than for the Enzyme/Inhibitor and Antibody/Antigen cases.
Docking Overview: Summary
Protein-protein docking has evolved to the point where it is possible to predict the structures of many protein complexes based on their unbound proteins. This is demonstrated above using a protein-docking benchmark and the rigid-body-docking algorithm ZDOCK. However, based on the success rate plots of Fig. 3 , it is evident that not all cases are successfully predicted within the top few thousand docking predictions, and for a few cases, no hits are found. What leads to this variation in docking success across a set of cases? The final section of this chapter takes an in-depth look at how various properties of proteins impact the ability of docking to successfully predict the complex structure.
The Relationships Between ZDOCK Performance and Protein Complex Characteristics
The performance of ZDOCK is dependent on both the accuracy of the energy function and the comprehensiveness of the search algorithm. Both of these are in turn dependent on the many physicochemical characteristics of the protein-protein complex that ZDOCK is attempting to predict. For example, in any particular complex, the exact shape of the protein-protein interface will undoubtedly have an effect on how high shape complementarity is scored in the energy function. Protein-protein complexes with planar interfaces may prove to be the most challenging for ZDOCK. Thus, it is important to examine how ZDOCK performs with respect to differing interface shapes in order to gauge the effectiveness of the shape complementarity term. Knowing how ZDOCK performs with respect to a vast array of different protein-protein complex characteristics provides an understanding of what types of complexes ZDOCK can be expected to excel in predicting. It also can help lead to more focused improvements in the development of protein docking by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm. In addition, it may be possible to extend the conclusions drawn from such an examination to other FFT-based docking algorithms.
Near-Native Prediction Definitions
In order to objectively and systematically evaluate the performance of the ZDOCK algorithm, it is necessary to compare the near-native docking orientations produced by ZDOCK to the space of orientations available given a particular complex within the rigid-body FFT framework. While the fields of protein structure prediction and docking commonly make use of "decoys" to evaluate algorithm performance, here we adopt an alternative approach. We estimate the space of potential near-native conformations using a newly designed program called HitFinder. This space is reasonably limited under the assumption of rigid-body docking, and therefore focus was placed on the 64 rigid-body cases from the protein-docking benchmark (27).
Using the core framework of the ZDOCK algorithm, HitFinder maps the complex components onto a 1 2 Å grid and uses a 6 Euler angle set (18) to perform FFT search for orientations that would represent near-native hits. HitFinder iterates over the same set of angles and translations as ZDOCK but uses a simple RMSD filter instead of a docking scoring function. For every potential ligand-docking orientation where the ligand overlaps with the native ligand orientation, the docking orientation is retained for further processing if the ligand C RMSD is less than or equal to 10 Å. Following this initial search, potential docking hits are further defined using a more nuanced protocol based on the CAPRI prediction accuracy criteria. As in CAPRI, these hit definitions rely on the combination of RMSD and native contact fraction criteria. Here two kinds of hits are classified: high quality and medium quality. They are defined by the following Boolean relationships:
High-quality hits = iRMSD ≤ iRMSD superposed unbound complex + 1 Å ∩ f nat > 0 5 ∩ f non-nat < 0 5
Medium-quality hits = iRMSD ≤ iRMSD superposed unbound complex + 1 Å ∩ f nat > 0 3 ∩ f non-nat < 0 7
Because HitFinder does not include the shape complementarity functions that are normally a part of the ZDOCK algorithm, there is no control over potential ligand/receptor clash for those orientations where they come too close to each other. Therefore, this study uses the more strictly defined space of high-quality hits (or three-star hits; Eq. 2) as a guide and eliminates all hits with clash significantly greater than the average three-star hit. Clashes are defined as the number of interface contacts within 3 Å. All docking orientations with a clash total greater than the mean number of clashes for the three-star hits plus 2 standard deviations are eliminated. Finally, if an orientation meets all the required hit criteria, it is labeled a "potential hit" and all such structures are recorded for a complex.
Measuring ZDOCK Success
To examine the success of ZDOCK, a metric for protein-protein docking accuracy is needed. Measuring ZDOCK accuracy per complex could be accomplished by merely counting the number of medium-or high-quality hits the algorithm achieves out of a certain number of predictions. However, because the number of potential hits is inherent to each particular protein-protein complex (see Fig. 5A and B) , this measure would not reflect precisely how well ZDOCK performs. As an example, if complex A has 100 potential hits and complex B has 1000 potential hits, ZDOCK's accuracy is not equivalent if it finds one hit for both complexes. Complex B is easier to predict because it possesses some characteristics that allow for a greater number of hits possible. Further discussion as to what characteristics these may be will follow in Section 3. It may make sense to simply take the percentage of hits predicted out of the number of potential hits as a metric for docking accuracy. In this metric, ZDOCK makes successful predictions at a 1% rate for complex A and only a 0.1% rate for complex B and thus clearly performs better on complex A. Yet there is a flaw to this measure as well. As explained previously, the ZDOCK algorithm only keeps the highest-scoring translation for every rotation angle searched. This means that if multiple hits exist in the same rotational angle, ZDOCK will at best only select one of them. In the example of complex A versus complex B, complex A has 100 potential hits, but hypothetically could have 99 in one rotational angle. In that case, the highest number of hits an optimal ZDOCK search could find would only be 2. Thus, accuracy as defined as a percentage of potential hits would reach the upper limit at 2%. It is necessary then to introduce another definition, that of the "hit angle." A hit angle is defined as any rotational angle in a ZDOCK search that has at least one translation that results in a potential hit (see Fig. 5C and D) . Using this definition, we found complex A has two hit angles because it has 100 potential hits but only two rotational angles in which those potential hits can be found. Finally, the accuracy of ZDOCK performance can robustly be measured as the percentage of hits predicted out of the possible number of hit angles. In the above example, if ZDOCK finds one hit for complex A and there are only two hit angles possible, the accuracy rate on that particular complex is 50%. Thus, for complex A, ZDOCK is operating at half of its maximum performance level. The distribution of accuracy rates for medium-quality and high-quality hits are shown in Fig. 6 .
If the accuracy rate of ZDOCK on complex B is much lower than the 50% of complex A, it leads to questions of why ZDOCK performs better on complex A. What are the characteristics of complex A that make it more suitable for creating good ZDOCK predictions? What are the characteristics of complex B that are associated with ZDOCK missing many good predictions? In the next section, these questions are examined for many complexes with myriad 
Regression Analysis of ZDOCK Performance
To begin to examine by regression analysis which types of attributes of protein-protein complexes are important to the success of ZDOCK, it is necessary to have a large data set of complexes. Fortunately, the protein-protein benchmark represents the largest data set of protein-protein complexes in the docking field and includes 84 such transient complexes. Some paring down of that original data set is required in order for the study to control for factors already known to affect docking results. Previously, 20 of the 84 complexes have been characterized as undergoing large conformational change upon binding. These complexes were removed from this study in order to focus on docking performance in rigid-body cases. In addition, 11 benchmark complexes are antibody-antigen complexes in which the antibody structure is only solved in the complex. These "unbound-bound" complexes were removed in order to best represent true docking performance. The remaining 53 complexes comprise the data set used in the regression analysis (see Table 3 ).
A comprehensive list of protein-protein complex attributes is needed to establish what characteristics influence the performance of ZDOCK. One hundred twelve such attributes were used in the regression analysis, some of which are closely related. For brevity, only the general attributes are included in Table 4 .
Simple Linear Regression Approach
Simple linear regression was first employed to determine which single attributes could be associated with ZDOCK performance. Accuracy rate is used as the response variable in the regression. Accuracy rate can be broken down according to the two categories of hits: high and medium quality. Also, accuracy Table 3 Protein Data Bank Codes in the Regression Analysis Data Set
Antibody-antigen complexes are in italics. rate is dependent on the number of predictions made, and this analysis uses all hits from the top 54,000 predictions, corresponding to one prediction per rotational angle at 6 sampling density.
As expected for an intricate system such as protein-protein docking, most of the simple linear regression models in this analysis fail to establish good relationships between single independent protein complex attributes and the outcomes investigated. Only simple linear regression on the accuracy rate for medium-quality predictions resulted in predictors with highly significant correlations p < 0 001 . Curvature of the interface has the strongest correlation R 2 = 0 36 with medium-quality accuracy rate (see Fig. 7 ). It is a positive linear relationship, and thus ZDOCK performance tends to increase as curvature of the interface also increases. Interface curvature is calculated by first fitting a plane to the atoms of the interface. The RMSD from this plane is the curvature score (35). The ZDOCK scoring function relies heavily on shape complementarity for computing the energy of predicted complexes, and thus the importance of that energy term to the performance of ZDOCK is apparent from this correlation. The four remaining predictors that showed statistically meaningful correlations all were related to the size of the interface. The strongest correlation among these R 2 = 0 30 was the difference in accessible solvent area between the complex and its constituents, referred to as dASA. The linear relationship between interface size and ZDOCK performance is positive, meaning ZDOCK performs well on protein complexes with larger interfaces. Scores representing larger interfaces are more statistically significant than scores representing smaller interfaces, which lead to better discriminatory power of the algorithm and hence better docking performance. In addition, it suggests that the sensitivity to a few bad contacts is lowered in larger interfaces because they make up a smaller percentage of the overall interface. By contrast, in smaller interfaces, one or two mispositioned side chains could proportionately contribute enough high energy to the overall docking score to sufficiently lower the rank of a near-native structure such that it is not included in the final prediction set.
Multiple Linear Regression Approach
Whereas simple linear regression is an important first look at which single characteristics of protein complexes are relevant to the performance of ZDOCK, a more comprehensive approach should involve the employment of multiple linear regression analysis. Finding the relationship of combined attributes to ZDOCK sampling and accuracy gives a better indication of what to expect in terms of successes and failures depending on the type of complex involved in the prediction. In multiple linear regression, it is important to avoid overfitting the data caused by using a small ratio of outcome variables to predictor variables. Therefore in this study, only sets of four attributes were considered for the regression with 53 complexes. It was computationally tractable to do the regression on all permutations of four attributes and thus avoid the pitfalls associated with a stepwise regression approach.
Medium Quality Predictions
Multiple linear regression analysis was computed for the response variables of accuracy rate for medium-and high-quality hits with four predictors. For mediumquality accuracy rate, the four attributes with the highest correlation (R 2 adjusted = 0 53) were: curvature of the interface, size of the ligand interface relative to the size of the ligand, ligand side-chain conformational change, and the hydrophobicity of atoms that are completely buried upon binding (see Table 5 ).
The inclusion of curvature of interface in the top correlated set of attributes suggests the importance of shape complementarity just as it did in the simple linear regression for medium-quality accuracy rate. It is possible to exactly determine how important interface curvature or any other predictor is to the overall correlation by looking at the coefficients of partial determination for the regression model. A coefficient of partial determination in this analysis measures the proportionate reduction in variation in ZDOCK performance when a particular predictor is included in the regression model. With the above four attributes, the coefficient of partial determination for the inclusion of interface curvature in the regression model is 0.41. This explains quantitatively that interface curvature accounts for a 41% reduction in the regression error when it is added to the three-attribute model of interface hydrophobicity, ligand sidechain conformational change, and ligand interface size relative to the size of the ligand. Thus, interface curvature is highly important to the multiple linear relationship between these four predictors and ZDOCK performance. Hydrophobicity, with a coefficient of partial determination of 0.21, is the second most important predictor in this regression model. Hydrophobicity was characterized for atoms in the interface that are completely buried upon binding using an atom-typing scheme (36) representing three categories: polar, hydrophobic, and charged. Unexpectedly, in this regression model, the relationship between ZDOCK performance and complexes with interfaces with a large amount of hydrophobic atoms buried is negative. Although the correlation is weak, simple linear regression of ACE score versus medium accuracy rate confirms this inverse relationship (see Fig. 8 ). Previous analysis (3) on an earlier test-case data set found a positive relationship between hydrophobicity and ZDOCK performance. However, the earlier data set included several homodimer test cases that were not included in the current benchmark. Homodimers are known to have strong hydrophobic interfaces, and their absence in the current benchmark explains the loss of a positive correlation between hydrophobicity and ZDOCK performance.
ZDOCK uses a 6-Å cutoff for defining the interface for calculating the desolvation energy of the prediction. In the multiple regression analysis, the relationship of hydrophobicity and ZDOCK performance is most significant when the interface is limited to the atoms that become buried upon complex formation. Although the results were surprising that hydrophobicity is negatively correlated with ZDOCK performance, it underscores a potential area for improvement in the ZDOCK algorithm. Calculating the desolvation energy of just the buried atoms instead of using a 6 Å contact radius may better represent the role of the hydrophobic effect in protein-protein binding and consequently increase the accuracy of ZDOCK.
The size of the ligand interface relative to the size of the ligand is the third most important attribute in the highest correlated regression model for mediumquality accuracy rate. The relationship is positive and for ligands in which the interface represents a large proportion of the total size, ZDOCK performance increases for this regression model. From a probability standpoint, this certainly makes sense as the greater the ratio between ligand interface size and ligand size, the higher the probability any docking prediction can be considered near native.
The final attribute of the regression model is a measure of how much sidechain conformational change occurs in the ligand interface. Specifically, it is calculated by determining the percentage of ligand interface residues that differ in rotamer type between the unbound and bound states. Rotamers were defined using the Dunbrack rotamer libraries (37). Most of the conformational change that occurs in side chains does not result in large structural differences such as in Fig. 8 . Medium-quality accuracy rate shows a very weak but positive correlation with the atomic contact energy (ACE) score of the native complex interface. ACE scores decrease as interface hydrophobicity increases and medium-quality accuracy rate is therefore negatively correlated with interface hydrophobicity. the complexes with backbone conformational change that were removed in the creation of the data set. However, even small differences in side-chain positions can cause large inaccuracies in the calculation of the scoring function especially within the vdW terms. Because ZDOCK does not attempt to move side chains during docking, interfaces with more side chains in different positions than in their unbound state will cause an inaccurate representation of the true bound interface and thus ZDOCK performance will suffer. Side-chain search is an actively pursued area in protein-protein docking research, and from the results of this regression analysis, it is understandable why accurate placement of side chains is a vital part of making successful docking predictions.
High-Quality Predictions
In comparison to the ability of ZDOCK to produce medium-quality predictions, there may exist a different set of characteristics of protein complexes that associate with ZDOCK's ability to generate high-quality predictions.
To this end, all regression models with four predictors were run using the high-quality accuracy rate as the response variable. The highest correlated model (R 2 adjusted = 0 40) included the following four attributes: complex shape, size of the ligand's interface relative to the size of the ligand, ligand side-chain movement, and number of close contacts in the native complex (see Table 6 ). Whereas two of these attributes are the same as in the medium-quality accuracy rate regression, two are different and will be explored further in this section.
The inclusion of native complex close contacts in the regression model was a surprising result, and even more unexpected was that the relationship between the number of close contacts and accuracy rate in the model was positive. Close contacts were calculated as all intermolecular atomic contacts less than 3 Å in the native complex structure. The positive relationship means that in the highest correlated model, ZDOCK performance is higher in complexes with many close contacts. It would seem that close contacts occur more often in larger interfaces and at least partly explain the positive relationship based on the aforementioned reasons why larger interfaces are preferred for better ZDOCK performance. However, there is no strong correlation between the two attributes of native complex close contacts and interface size (R 2 = 0 25). Thus, it may instead be that a complex with many close contacts represents a tightly packed interface. This would suggest once again the importance of the shape complementarity term in the ZDOCK energy function and in particular the necessity for a well struck balance between the vdW repulsion and attraction parameters. Complex shape is the final attribute of the highest correlated regression model for high-quality accuracy rate. Complex shape is measured using the radius of gyration of the bound receptor and ligand. In this regression model, ZDOCK performance tends to increase with elongated complex shapes. The most commonly elongated complex shapes in the data set are the Antibody/Antigen cases, and removing these from the regression model reduces the coefficient of partial determination for this characteristic by more than half (0.14-0.06). The diminishing importance of complex shape when antibody-antigens are excluded suggests a relationship between ZDOCK's high-quality accuracy rate and whether or not the complex is an antibody-antigen. Antibody-antigen complexes are known to be high-affinity binders and perhaps ZDOCK's performance correlates well with binding affinity as such complexes would require very low energy conformations that simple scoring functions such as ZDOCK's could find with greater success. Unfortunately, accurate binding affinity data for each complex in the data set are not available to proceed further with such an analysis.
The coefficients of partial determination for the high-quality accuracy rate regression model for four predictors show more balance in the importance of the attributes than in the medium-quality accuracy rate model (see Table 6 ) Ligand interface size relative to ligand size and number of native complex clashes contribute almost equally to the reduction of regression error in the variation with coefficients of partial determination of 0.24 and 0.21, respectively. Ligand side-chain movement and complex shape were slightly less important with coefficients of 0.16 and 0.14, respectively.
Regression Analysis Conclusion
The relationships between complex characteristics and high-quality performance and medium-quality performance for ZDOCK are clearly similar especially with shape complementarity, side-chain conformational change, and the ratio of ligand interface size to ligand size. However, the difference in the two types of performance seems to be in how much each attribute contributes relative to the others. Shape complementarity, in the form of interface curvature, is ZDOCK's dominating discriminating force in medium-quality predictions. Yet, for high-quality predictions, it is clearly not as important and more attributes are equally as necessary. Understanding the differences in how ZDOCK performs with varying levels of prediction quality could allow for a future strategy of tweaking the parameters of the scoring function to fit a user's goals depending on what level of precision they require. Given the results of the regression analysis, it may be possible to target improvements to ZDOCK that would sacrifice high-quality performance for an increased amount of mediumquality predictions. Conversely, if only high-quality predictions are required, the quantity of medium level predictions could be sacrificed for a small amount of high-quality predictions.
Regression analysis is a good tool for finding the underlying relationships between characteristics of protein-protein complexes and ZDOCK performance. With this knowledge, it is possible to get a better idea of when and why ZDOCK makes successful predictions. Through this analysis, the shared importance of shape complementarity, side-chain conformational change, and interface size in ZDOCK's ability to predict high-and medium-quality protein complex structures is readily apparent.
In addition, understanding the relationships between each attribute in a comprehensive characterization of protein-protein complexes and how ZDOCK performs gives insight into where best to make future improvements to the algorithm. Advancements in side-chain search and an approach for scoring only the buried interface atoms in the desolvation energy calculations are some possible avenues of pursuit for further ZDOCK development. 
